is shown to be equivalent to that of a variational problem containing infinitely many parameters. The latter problem, however, can be solved easily by the method of Rayleigh-Ritz, which consists in approaching the solution of the variational problem by a sequence of variational problems containing only a finite number of parameters. 
and since by Schwarz's inequality
we obtain, as claimed,
We now assume that the functional Gi(x, v) be fully continuous, that is, that
for any {x n } £ ƒ and fl w £L 2 for which lim n -oo#n = #and WA\m n^w v n = v. The introduction of a closed orthonormal system of functions {wy(x)} £Z 2 associates with each v n an infinite sequence of numbers for any {x n } £ƒ and {v n } £$ 2 for which lim».* 00 ff» = # and lim n^cn v = c Vf p=*l, 2, • • • . From the full continuity of the G* thus follows the full continuity {VollstetigkeitY of the Pi. It is just as easily seen that the converse also holds true.
3. Construction of a solution of the integral equation. In the d we now admit as arguments v n only aggregates of the form v n (x) =]C?-i CnwW,(x) with X?-i <4 = N 2 for every fixed n. The functional
-here the e» denote finite numbers to be determined later-is now a continuous function of the c nv and so has at least one minimum. Let c nv = a nv (P = 1, 2, • • • , n) be the minimal coordinates:
As a consequence of (7) we have We must now make the following assumption : The Fi satisfy the linear integrodifferential equations On account of a nv^J <f> n Wvdx the relations (10) may be written as
Equations ( We must now distinguish between these two cases:
I. There exists a 5 ; >0 such that \fG(
CASE I. By (12), X«-^V/G(«, 0*)<M*, so that by (14)
MmXg-Xn-*oo JG(#, <j>)<l>dx exists; because of I, \%\ ^0'.
If we now apply equations (11) 
